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SMAC Runners just enjoying running at the Sawmill River Run, several years ago (photo by Ben Kimball).

Sometimes it’s good to just pull back and remember why we run. The running world is filled
with all sorts of hoops and bells and whistles (gear! novelty races! fundraisers!), and while it
may be fun and rewarding to engage in all of that, I know that at least for me it helps to occasionally remind myself of the simple basics of putting one foot in front of the other.

We all took our first run at some point. Before there was a training plan or schedule or Strava
segment to shoot for, we laced up that new pair of Nikes (or whatever you had). Recall that
feeling of facing the unknown, not knowing how far you’d make it but going anyway. Now go
a bit further and remember that first time you set out with a specific mileage goal in mind.
Was it a mile? Two miles? Three? A 5K? More than a 5K? What was your first “long” run? For
each one of us I bet those runs were new and exciting and, most especially, astonishingly rewarding afterwards. The best part about running is that feeling of being a bit more fit than
you were before. Knowing that, with a little work, you can make yourself stronger.
But even then, the end goal shouldn’t just be constant improvement or growth. In the long
run, it can’t be; everyone slows down eventually. The essence of being a runner includes acceptance and finding an inner peace. An awareness of the simple beauty of moving through
the landscape using only your own power. The primal art of self-ambulation, man. I hope this
issue of The Sun captures some of that purity of spirit. Cheers to running, friends!
-Ben Kimball, editor

From the Editor

Reckoning Time: Closing Out The Past Decade and Beginning Anew
Ten years ago this month the world wasn’t so different.
The first iPads appeared; they’re a dime a dozen today. In
Dubai, the Burj Khalifa skyscraper opened and became the
tallest building in the world; it still is. Taylor Swift and Lady
Gaga were really popular. I was living in Concord, NH, pretty
deep into a triathlon training phase; now I run, bike, and
swim as often as I can (though admittedly there are fewer
Half-Ironmans and such on my schedule these days).
As a member of a local multisport club back then, I raced
a fun winter triathlon at Gunstock Mountain. In a pleasant
surprise, I won the short course race! True, my young-punk
friend Ryan Kelly won the long course in about the same
amount of time, but still... I
hadn’t come in first in a long,
long time, and it felt pretty darn
good :o) The course was a hilly,
4K trail run on snow, a very
tough 3.5K mountain bike route
(also on snow), and a 3K XC ski
loop (on snow, obviously). With
fairly soft snow conditions, the
bike part was terrifically hard,
and I took one fall on the first
hill where my front tire sunk in
a deep drift; I pitched over the
handlebars and the bike landed
ON me. It was hard for everyone though, and while it all
Young me with a goofy grin
sounds pretty absurd (which it
at the awards for the 2010
Gunstock Winter Triathlon. was) it really was absurdly fun!
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Just remembering and writing about it here makes me want
to pop on my running snowshoes and hit a race in the Dion
series soon. Or dust off the ol’ Nordic planks for some kickgliding miles at Northfield Mountain or Notchview.
I came into triathlons by accident when a stress fracture
at the 2007 Clarence Demar Marathon forced me to drop at
mile 19 and pushed me into the pool for a few months. A
friend gave me an old bike and by mid-2008 I’d completed my
first sprint tri; the injury was such a gift in disguise. The multisport training left me better balanced, and all-around stronger. Since that time, I moved to the Valley and shifted my then
very regular hiking jaunts in the White Mountains to more
local exploratory trail runs, and you probably know what that
led to (this). Today I find myself running about half roads and
half trails, with plenty of other activities mixed in. I’m happy
with the variety, and hope to keep going strong in 2020.
There’s certainly plenty enough to do; just check out the
Upcoming Races list on p. 21 of this issue. Winter won’t slow
us down and we’re starting the new decade off right today
with runs like the annual Sawmill River 10K in Montague. Also
SMAC’s Annual Meeting takes place this Sunday in Amherst.
The past few months have been busy too. Smaller events
like the 9K for K9 and Gorge Apres Gorge races, and a Hoka
demo day on the icy trails at Mt. Warner, were heartwarmingly very well attended despite unseasonably frigid temps
for November/December. Girls on the Run hosted a successful event in November. And our local claim to trail running
infamy, the Seven Sisters Trail Race, sold out for 2020 in just
under 24 hours a few weeks ago; that’s 500 spots snatched
up for a race that’s still over four months away!
While SMAC doesn’t have any regular planned group runs
lined up for this winter, hill workouts will return in the spring
and anyone is welcome/encouraged to organize something.
In the meantime, Marathon Sports in Northampton offers
weekly social runs every Thursday evening at 6:30. Led by Jeff
Hansen, around 20 people or so start at the store and run a 4
to 5 mile route around downtown. Camaraderie generally
ensues. Neither speed nor experience are required; the runs
will often break up by paces into small groups and no one
gets left behind. Bonus: no purchase necessary!
As we say sayonara to the 2010s (with their Westeros,
Thanos, and Skywalkers; their Hokas, Pipers, Pelotons, goops,
reboots, serials, snaps, and tweets; their culture bubbles,
Boston Bombings, sub-2-hour marathons, and Flanagan and
Linden victories), let’s all aim to be as awesome and strong as
we wanna be in the New Roaring Twenties to come.
-Ben
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Member Profiles

SMAC Member Profile(s): FAMILY Edition!
Names: Sarah and Kevin Kells
Ages: Sarah – 38
Kevin – 41
Town: Whately
Where are you from originally?
Sarah – South Deerfield, MA
Kevin – Whately, MA
Runner since: Sarah – I started running around 2004, but just
started running consistently again this year after taking time
off to finish school and while our kids were really young.
Kevin – Not sure exactly, but I used to make fun of Sarah for
running all the time. Guess the joke’s on me.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Sarah – Getting my doctorate, mainly because it was a family
effort. I couldn’t have done it without Kevin and it was cool to
have my girls see me finish something I worked hard at.

Sarah and Kevin on top of Mt. Washington

Kevin – It would probably be climbing all of the 48 New
Hampshire 4000-foot mountains. Sarah and I started this endeavor a long time ago, before we had kids. This past summer
my friend and fellow runner Jason Sarouhan and I decided to
try to finish my final mountains over a weekend in August.
Jason was training for a multi-day stage race in the Alps, and
this was a great way to get some training in for him. So over
three days we bagged the five peaks I had left, trail running
around 60 miles with 15,000 feet of vertical gain. It took me a
few days to recover, but it was so much fun!
Favorite distance to race/run: Kevin – I have run a couple
road marathons and did not enjoy them at all. I would say I
enjoy any distance as long as it is on a trail. Favorite race has
got to be 7 Sisters, because it is so damn hard!
Favorite place to run:
Sarah – I don’t have a favorite. I like that there are a lot of
choices in Western Mass, and that I can pick based on how I
am feeling on a particular day.

Kevin – I consider Mt. Sugarloaf to be my home mountain,
and I probably run it the most. I especially love the trails on
North Sugarloaf. Hopefully SMAC is able to bring back the
Sugarloaf Mountain Trail Race sometime.
Favorite author/book/movie (s):
Sarah – “The Great Alone” by Kristin Hannah is the best book
I have read recently. Beautiful Girls is one of my favorite movies to watch, especially in winter.
Kevin – Book: “Anna Karenina” by Tolstoy; Movie: Skyfall; I’ve
watched it a million times.
Sarah and the girls
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Member Profiles
[Kells profile, continued from previous page]

Favorite running book/film?
Sarah – Right now I am reading “Once a Runner” by John L.
Parker, Jr.; I also like “Finding Ultra” by Rich Roll, and
“Training for the Uphill Athlete: A Manual for Mountain Runners and Ski Mountaineers" by Steve House, Scott Johnston,
and Kilian Jornet for running inspiration. The documentary
The Barkley Marathons: The Race that Eats Its Young is a
great running film.
Kevin – “Running with the Buffaloes” by Chris Lear was great.
Another one I loved was “Today We Die a Little!” by Richard
Askwith. It’s a biography of probably the greatest runner that
no one has ever heard of: Emil Zatopek.
Greatest adventure:
Sarah and Kevin – Having three children in three years... and
now living with three crazy girls has been our wildest adventure.
Secret ambition:
Sarah – Beat Kevin.
Kevin – My ambition is not a secret. I want to run the Seven
Sisters Race as fast as I possibly can, crushing all my friends in
the process… LOL!
Secret tips or good advice?
Sarah – Run when you can. With a husband who also likes to
run and young children who always have unpredictable
needs, I often run short distances multiple times a day. I run a
couple of miles in the morning with my dogs and then a couple of miles during my lunch break,
with time it adds up.
Kevin – I think the 80/20 rule is solid
advice. 80 percent slow, 20 percent
fast. I try to stay out of the grey zone
of running. That zone where you are
not running fast enough to get the
speed adaptations or slow enough to
get the fat burning, mitochondrial
adaptations.

Sarah finishing Mt.
Washington.

Training partners?
Sarah – I run with my dogs a lot. Zoe
is my 10-year old yellow lab and Layla
is my 8-year old chocolate lab. They
are good partners, they never say
“no,” and are my motivation to get
out the door a lot of mornings.

Kevin – I wish I could say it was Sarah, but it is very rare that
we get to run together. I probably run with John Ferris and
Matt Ferrari the most, but I have a huge community of trail
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Kevin at Loon Mtn.

runners that I get out with multiple times a week. The valley
has such an amazing trail running scene!
Cross training activities?
Sarah – I love snowboarding. This year I have a split board
and am hoping that skimo will help my fitness for the spring.
Kevin – Just recently bought a mountain bike that I am trying
to figure out how to ride up mountains.
Favorite local running route?
Sarah – I like running from my house, then following West
Brook Road up to the top of Poplar Hill Road in West Whately. Then there are some trails around the Smith College Field
Station that are also cool to explore.
Kevin – Other than Sugarloaf, which I already mentioned, I
can be found most weekends around Mt. Toby, Mt. Tom, or
the Mt. Holyoke range.
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Sarah – Fall/Winter, I would much rather run in snow
than on a humid summer day. I like running in the morning,
it’s a way to start my day on a good note.
Kevin – I am kind of a wimp, I don’t love really cold or hot. So
spring and fall, but I run all year round and complain a lot in
the summer and winter.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations?
Sarah – I would love to run the Boston Marathon someday. I
[Continued next page]
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got a chance to volunteer with the medical team at the finish
line one year, and it was amazing seeing all those runners
finish.
Kevin – I think at some point I would like to run an ultradistance race.
Favorite piece of running gear:
Sarah – I get a lot of use out of my Fit Belt, it holds my keys,
phone, snacks, water, and everything is easy to get to.

Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”:
Sarah – Yet to be determined.
Best advice you ever got:
Kevin – “It doesn’t get easier, you get faster.”
Why did you join SMAC?
Sarah – I love race day, and like supporting a group of runners
who volunteer their time to make races fun.
Kevin – To support the local running community.

Kevin – Kahtoola microspikes have been my savior on many
runs.

What was the last running event you participated in?
Sarah – The Hot Chocolate Fun Run
Kevin – The Monroe-Dunbar Brook Trail Race. It was my second year and Sarah’s first. Probably the best under-the-radar
race out there. Such an amazing place to run. I encourage
runners to seek out this race; you won’t regret it.
What is your favorite race?
Sarah – The Mount Washington Road Race is a really special
event, this is my favorite road race, as a spectator and a runner. I also love the Jay Peak Trail Festival. It’s a fun weekend,
with a variety of different races to choose from – including a
kids race. Last year I ran the 11-mile loop, it’s challenging and
has beautiful views.
Kevin – Other than Seven Sisters, I also love the Loon Mountain Race, Jay Peak Trail Race and the Mount Washington
Road Race. I guess I just really like torturing myself, running
up mountains.

Sarah and Zoe

If you could run with anyone, who would be the person?
Where would you run?

Favorite non-running activity:
Sarah – Snowboarding is my favorite thing to do.

Kevin – Ben Kimball…oh wait, I have already done that. Probably have to be Killian Jornet, I would like to see what he
could do on our trails around here.

Kevin – Other than running I really love hiking with my family,
and also mountain biking.

What else should the club know about you?

Last movie you watched (and what you thought):
Sarah – “Frozen 2”; though I liked the first one better.
Article of clothing you own way too many of:
Kevin – Trail running shoes!
Personal goal for 2020?
Sarah – This past year I was working on rebuilding my running
base, really only focusing on heart rate and time on my feet. I
feel like I need another year of this training… then I can focus
on beating Kevin.
Kevin – My goals for next year I would say are to stay injury
free and PR in my 6 goal races. I managed to do this last year.
I realize at some point it won’t happen, but hope that’s a few
years away.
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Although Sarah and I don’t get to run together very often, we
both go out of our way to make sure we support each other’s
pursuit of this passion. We love that are kids see us running
and being healthy. Hopefully they will follow in our footsteps
and decide to make running a part of their lives. Right now
they think running is easy, a habit everyone does daily and
they often join us for the first or last couple of miles of our
runs. Runners are a special tribe of people, hopefully they will
want to be part of that.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.
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Race Report

The Dan Barry Memorial Road Race: The Best Race That I Didn’t Know Existed
by Grant Ritter
I’ve been running in the valley for over 30 years, so I
thought I had a good grasp on all the must-do races
around here. However, this past November I was looking
for a race when I came across the Hatfield Lion’s Club Dan
Barry Memorial Road Race. I had never heard of it but it fit
my schedule, so I took a look at the registration page and
suddenly realized I had stumbled into the best race that I
did not know existed.
The Hatfield Lion’s Club has put on this race for over
20 years; it has an almost totally flat course, and everyone
gets a sack of potatoes at the end! On top of all that, parking is easy and the post-race food is a legitimate buffet.
How had I not heard of this race before?!? This race
checked all the boxes, so I hit sign up before I even asked
my wife if she was cool with me racing that day.
I arrived at the Lion’s Club pavilion, secured parking
right by the start/finish area, and was checked in with my
bib just a few minutes later. Many SMAC members were
milling around the start area, which made for great prerace conversation. This is the kind of race I love because it
has an authentic community feel. I had not even started
running and I was already having a great time! It didn’t
hurt that the weather was clear, sunny, windless, and
around 55 degrees; perfect running weather.
I could feel the pre-race excitement as 100 of my closest running friends and I were corralled behind the starting
line in front of the Lion’s Club Pavilion. After a thank you
from the race director we were off and running! I had run
5Ks and 10Ks but never a 5-miler, so I
was not sure how to pace this run. I
decided to try keeping 5K pace since
the day was perfect, the energy was
contagious, and I was trying a speedy
new pair of running shoes. This quickly
got me into a group of three other
runners who I would hang with all the
way to the finish line.
The course runs a flat figure 8
through the scenic farmland of
Hatfield. There may be the slightest of
inclines but there was never a moment
when I thought I was going uphill. At
the middle of the figure 8 there was an
aid station and a crowd of supporters.
The runner in front of me, who I could
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not catch, had his family there supporting him. I swear that
in the past ten races I have run, the runner in front of me
had his family on-course supporting him.
The fast and flat miles ticked by quickly, which always
seems to happen when the weather is perfect. The last
mile is slightly downhill, which only adds to the fun. I
crossed the finish line and instantly knew I had found one
of my favorite new-to-me races. The 5-mile distance somehow combines all the fun of the 5K and 10K!

The post-race party takes place at the Lion’s Club pavilion, where volunteers handed out lasagna, hot dogs, cookies, and more. That is next-level post-race food. There are
a lot of races that cost two or three times as much which
don’t offer this level of food. I piled up my plate and enjoyed a meal with my fellow runners. Mostly everyone
there had run the race for years and I could not figure out
how I did not know it even existed until now!
Now I am wondering what other amazing races I’m not
aware of. Either way, I will see you at the Hatfield Lion’s
Club Dan Barry Memorial Road Race for years to come!
The Dan Barry 5-Miler took place on November 3, 2019.
Full Results
*****
Grant is a SMAC member from Montague.

Grant at the finish of the Dan Barry 5-Miler (photo by Jennifer Garrett)
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Runner’s Illustrated
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SMAC Racing

SMAC Veteran Team 2019
by Brian Pickell
together a competitive veteran team. His words
were music to my ears; I was deep in the doldrums of struggling to keep motivated as my
race times dropped precipitously with each
passing year. Having a band of brothers to compete with could add a new kind of fun and
meaning to road racing. Surprisingly (or perhaps not surprisingly) there was a lot of interest. No less important, the club board was very
supportive and generous, providing singlets and
partial reimbursement for Grand Prix race fees
with the understanding that any team prize
money would be passed back onto the club.
Before you could finish uttering our team battle
cry “SMAC ATTACK!” we were off to the races!
Admittedly we were quite anxious at the
first race, the New Bedford Half Marathon in
March, not only because it’s a demanding race
with a bone-chilling ocean wind, but also because we had no idea how we would fare competing against New England’s finest runners.
You can imagine how astonished and elated we
were to finish in second place. Suddenly we
were a team to be reckoned with.
We continued to place well throughout the
Grand Prix season: Upton 15K (3rd), Westfield
5K (2nd), Bridge of Flowers 8K (1st), Manchester, NH 10-Miler (3rd), Lone Gull 10K (4th). Like most of the
other clubs, we did not field a team for the final event, the
Cape Cod Marathon in Falmouth.

The 2019 SMAC Men’s Veteran Team at the Lone Gull 10k, Gloucester: Al Ladd,
Rick Scott, Brian Pickell, Tim Kliegl, Ed Appel (photo courtesy B. Pickell)

“Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.”
- Dylan Thomas
In early 2019, the newly constituted SMAC men’s veteran
(60-69 y.o.) team formed a covenant to compete in the
USATF NE Grand Prix series, to once again be as Dylan Thomas wrote “wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight.”
The venerable members of our team this past year were,
in alphabetical order: Ed Appel, Bob Austin, Tim Kliegl, Al
Ladd, Jeff Mish, Mike Murphy, Brian Pickell, Derek Postema,
Rick Scott, and Dave Theoharides. Team member emeritus:
Rich Larsen.
The idea for the team was hatched at last year’s annual
club meeting when Jeff Mish told me he had been looking
over past USATF results and thought we might be able to put
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A team is only as good as its individual members, and we
were fortunate to have a great group of guys who each added
something valuable to our successful year. Some brief individual highlights to note:
• Ed “Steady as a Rock” Appel finishing 2nd or 3rd for us in

every race he ran and keeping me on track about Grand
Prix dates, deadlines, etc.
• Bob Austin adding additional steadiness in the early sea-

son including 3rd for us at New Bedford before an avalanche of work commitments.
• Tim Kliegl overcoming prostate cancer and squeezing in

racing with us amidst 64 marathons, 5 Ironman triathlons, and 4 ultras since starting racing at age 50.
[Continued next page]
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[SMAC Veteran Team, continued from previous page]
• Al Ladd turning 60 and joining us mid season and provid-

ing two stellar 1st place finishes for us at the Bridge of
Flowers 5-Miler and the Lone Gull 10K.
• Jeff Mish competing, despite a year long stress fracture,

including a 2nd place finish for us at New Bedford.
• Mike Murphy at age 69 finishing 3rd for us at the NH Ten-

Miler and finishing 6th overall in the individual 65-69
year old Grand Prix standings.
• Derek Postema finishing 2nd for us in the Upton 15K race

travel long distances in my ratty old SMAC team van. And
probably most importantly, we had to not take any of it too
seriously and make sure we supported each other and had a
lot of fun which may be one of the gifts of getting older.
When the season finished, we waited breathlessly for the
final tabulations -- drum roll -- 2nd Place! Not bad for a
bunch of old wise guys. We also were proud to have won
$700 in prize money for the club. 2020 here we come!
*****
Brian is a SMAC member from Leverett.

and entertaining us with Al Salazar stories from their
days competing together for Wayland High School.
• Rick Scott also overcoming prostate cancer and adding

the gravitas of a long successful running career, including
racing alongside Nancy Conz in the 1983 Amherst TenMiler until late in the race when she politely asked him if
he would mind if she went along a little faster.

The men’s Veteran team plans to ride again in the coming year, and stay tuned for upcoming news about a new
2020 SMAC women’s racing team as well!

• Dave Theoharides moved to western Mass from Maine

and joined us for the BOF race where he promptly turned
in one of the best performances of any age that day,
placing 2nd in the 65-69 year-old age division.
• Richard Larsen, one of the top age-graded runners in the

country, is an ongoing source of inspiration for competitive racing after age 60.
The year also had many challenges. We had to manage
the changing seasons of weather just as we have learned to
manage the seasons of our lives. We had to stay injury free,
or rather at our age, make sure our chronic injuries did not
become acute. We had to sometimes wake up very early and

The 2019 SMAC Men’s Veteran Team in New Bedford, spring 2019.
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Jeff Mish crests Crittenden Hill. (photo by Chandra Hancock)

The SMAC veteran team before the BoF race. (B. Pickell photo)
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The Running Life

Back-To-Basics
by Grace Coller
Depending on where the Thank-You letter regarding my
recent trip to Nationals ended up in this issue, one might
wonder why the heck I’m talking about basics. Well, let me
tell you, I am constantly re-beginning! As a matter of fact,
MOST of us SMAC-ers are re-beginning at least annually after
a short or long break during the winter (referred to as offseason, when we often take up winter sports or other crosstraining as a mental and physical break from running). Depending on the athlete, breaks such as this can be short, long
or non-existent. They are almost always beneficial.

was watching. Yup. That’s me. The Elderly Program at the
YMCA Rebel. Anyway, I’d luckily come across the (excellent)
Hal Higdon free running plans online. I began the Couch-to5K program on the treadmills in the “real” gym portion of the
YMCA. We were allowed to run out here, but the treadmills
only allowed running in 30-minute spurts. I’m sure you can
guess what my next goal was (run more than 30 minutes).

Non-voluntary factors that bring even seasoned members back-to-basics include sickness, injury, travel, family
commitments, or even job requirements. For me, the factor
that brings me back, back, and back is chronic illness. I have
several. That topic is for another story and really isn’t too
pertinent other than letting you, or anyone else who has to
go back or start for the first time, know that you are not
alone! Also, it’s not easy but is almost always worth it.
When I first began my fitness journey, three years after
birthing my first child in 2008, I knew my 29-year-old body
could run about a mile. With this knowledge, I excused myself often from getting any more fit than that. I began to need
more -- physically and mentally. I knew myself well enough to
know I needed consistency above all else. I also knew I needed help achieving consistency.
I utilized my free YMCA trainer in Greenfield and engaged
in the humbling act of a 12-week course in the First-StepFitness program. One was not allowed to run at all. Developing consistency was paramount. I was the youngest in the
program by at least 20 years. Requirements included cardio
exercise at least 20
minutes a day, three
times a week for 12
weeks. That’s where I
started. I developed an
affinity for the elliptical
machine and learned 8
new machines for developing muscle tone.

My First Step Fitness Log in 2008.

The next step for me
was to journey into the
world of running. Since
we weren’t allowed to
run in the First Step Program, I did it whenever I
could or when no one
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The first time I ran a 5K in under 30 minutes. This was a Tanger
Outlet 5K that I found when I was on vacation in 2009.

I began to dabble in racing at this time and ran my first
few races, including the Bridge of Flowers, Nathan Hale 2mile race (17:17). My next goal was to run a 5K in under 30
minutes. I also began to set additional mini goals. This was
about the time when I achieved my first re-beginning, a run[Continued next page]
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SMAC to Basics
[Back to Basics, continued from previous page]

ning injury. I learned about Orthopedic Physical Therapy in
Greenfield and Cross-Training. Physical Therapy is a new runner’s blessing and going is most definitely worth the investment. I end up in Physical Therapy every 3 or 4 years for a
tweak or two and this keeps me going and going and going.
During my quest for cross-training, I remembered my
love for both swimming and biking. I was soon creating mini
goals for those as well. Goals can be broken down into minigoals or blown up into “I’ll never get this, but I’ll write it
down” goals. Write them all down. I have achieved most of
mine. My goals began to shape me into a triathlete.

Goals I set in 2010-2012; I’ve
met all but the weight goal, ha!

Met my big “run a half marathon” training goal in 2012!

Loving triathlon and earning a podium spot
at the Massachusetts State Triathlon.

My running began to improve after years of practice and
an introduction to SMAC. The track practices, the long runs,
and the fellowship fill out what I believe to be a very basic
running triangle: structure, challenge, and fun.

strain (back to Orthopedic PT!), followed by a terrible sinus
infection have me -- guess where? Beginning again!

Years and years later, I introduced more specific strength
training, yoga, a personal coach(!), sponsors(!), National
Competitions(!), and World Competition(!). All this said, a
recent end-of-the year break, followed by a severe Achilles

*****

Now you know. So if you see me out there, slogging
along, give me a cheer. I know I will cheer wildly for you.

Grace is a SMAC Board member from Shelburne Falls.

Left: Grace Coller starting, finishing in full stride, and proudly standing on the podium at
the US National Championships event in Miami. She
earned a spot on Team USA
and will be headed to Almere,
Netherlands for the World
Aquathlon Championships.
(photos courtesy Grace Coller)
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Shorts

Tiny Race Stories
by Jennifer Garrett and Ben Kimball
There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to cover
all of them in any given issue of The Sun. But while we can’t
have full recaps for every race SMAC members have participated in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the ones
we know about, plus news stories and items of note. If you
would like to contribute to or see yourself in future Shorts
columns, please do pass information along to the editor.
8th Annual Building a Healthy Community 5K in Northampton (11/2/2019): Matthew Ruttigan (19:36) and SMAC’s own
Sue Monahan (23:28; 10th finisher) won overall male and female out of a field of 83. The first male club runner was Isaac
Godin (22:20), followed by Jonathan Shefftz, Adam Engel,
Lori Engel, Ted Ridout, and Joseph Greco. Results.

There’s a very good reason the Dan Barry Road Race is also called
the Potato Race (finish area photo by Jennifer Garrett).

Dan Barry 5-Miler in Hatfield (11/3/2019): Mark Rabasco
(29:09) and Angie Epifano (31:45; 6th finisher) won this year’s
Hatfield Lions Club Dan Barry Memorial Road Race (a.k.a., the
“Potato Race”). Twenty six club runners took advantage of
the perfect fall running weather. First SMAC finishers were
Grant Ritter (31:06; 4th finisher) and Alice McKeon (35:29; 2nd
female, 12th finisher). Other club runners included Jeffrey
Levreault, Bob Bezio, Patrick Pezzati, Stephen Platt, Ben
Kimball, Brian Williams, Lorin DeLisle, Sarah Nelson, JoEllen
Reino, Mike Murphy, Erin Cassidy, Jeff Folts, Jim Farrick,
Cara Rigali, Jodi McIntyre, Lisa DeLisle, Mike Duffy, Andy
Shelffo, Carla Halpern, Amy Sternheim, Dave Martula, Ann
Van Dyke, Gina Vanasse, and Skip Soper. (see also Grant’s
full race report on p. 6). Results.
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Monson Memorial Classic Half Marathon (11/10/2019): Eliud
Ngetich (1:05:56) and Jenna Gigliotti (1:21:45) took first place
M/F out of the field of 137 runners. The first male and female
SMAC members were Manny Wineman (1:18:18) who placed
3rd, and Sarah Nelson (1:49:22), who finished 36th. Other
club runners were Jeffrey Levreault, Patrick Pezzati, Brian
Williams, Mike Murphy, John Reino, Dawn Montague, Peter
Kennedy, Mike Duffy, Cara Rigali, Amy Sternheim, David
Martula, Carla Halpern, and Kathie Williams. Results.
Amherst Half Marathon (11/10/2019): Eight club runners
attended the Amherst Half, led by Jeffrey Ahlman (1:27:24;
18th finisher) and Wendy Foster (1:42:20; 80th finisher). Other
SMAC runners were Toby Briggs, Jennifer York, Heather
Moore, Kerry Smith, Heather Pierce, and Owen Zaret. Mark
Rabasco (1:15:07) and Colleen Chase (1:21:02; 3rd finisher)
took the top places out of a big field off 533. Results.
Ray Brown Memorial 9K for K9 Race (11/17/2019): Mark Rabasco (32:13) and Niveen Ismail (42:05; 14th finisher) led the
impressively full field of 112 runners at the second year of
this fun race up at Wendell State Forest. It was a brisk fall day
and at least 30 club runners turned out to enjoy it. Manny
Wineman (33:29; 3rd finisher) and Alice McKeon (43:02; 3rd
female, 19th finisher) led the SMAC pack. Other club runners
included Zach Livingston, Patrick Pezzati, Ed Appel (1st Veteran), Mike Barlow, Sarah Nelson, Bob Bezio, Stephen Platt,
Lorin DeLisle, JoEllen Reino (1st Senior), James Callaway,
Wendy Foster, Kristin Loiko, Ericka Emerson, Peter Kennedy,
Jim Farrick, Riley Brown, Mike Murphy, Keith Streeter, Erin
Cassidy, Lisa DeLisle, Allison Reding, Jodi McIntyre, Carla
Halpern, Amy Sternheim, Skip Soper, Nancy Mead, Roma
Estevez, and Ted Ridout. The dogs are thankful! Results.

Wilbraham Turkey Trot on Thanksgiving (11/28/2019): SMAC
runners at this holiday race included Lorin and Lisa Delisle,
and Harry Hayward. Results.
[Continued on next page]
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Give ’em the Bird 5K in Easthampton (11/28/2019): Anthony
Popielarczyk (16:04) and Samantha Presnal (20:17; 15th finisher OA)
took the top spots out of a hefty field of 404 runners at this evermore-popular Thanksgiving Day race. About ten SMAC members
joined the crowd, led by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger (21:53;
30th finisher). Abbie Zaret (23:16; 48th finisher) was the first SMAC
female. Other club runners flipping ‘em off included John Thorpe,
Paul Serio, Jim Farrick, Dennis Meehan, Alexandra Zaret, Ross
Krause, Anders Krause, Ashley Krause, and Ted Ridout. Results.
Sachem Scamper 5K in Greenfield (11/28/2019): Sam Goldberg
(17:32) and Marcy Cabanas (22:14; 7th finisher) took the top places
at the DIAL/SELF Sachem Scamper on Thanksgiving morning. Ten
club runners started their holiday on the ridge. Stephen Kerr (18:17)
was the first SMAC finisher, taking 2nd place. Eve Charest (22:25;
8th finisher) was the first SMAC female. Other runners were Bob
Bezio, Patrick Pezzati, James Callaway, Brian Williams, Nicole Charest, Carla Halpern, Francie Lin, and Ann Van Dyke. Results.
Talking Turkey in Holyoke (11/30/2019): Brad Mish (36:36) and
Apryl Sabadosa (29:22; 15th finisher) won out of a field of 357. Manny Wineman (33:42; 9th finisher) and Sarah Bosquet (45:21; 85th finisher) were the first of 20 SMAC finishers. Other club runners were
Ed Appel, Jeff Mish, Bob Austin, Mike Barlow, Brian Williams, Jim
Reis, Wendy Foster, Karen McAmis, John Thorpe, Erin Cassidy,
Mike Murphy, Jeff Folts, Harry Hayward, Karin George, Mike Duffy,
Dave Martula, Skip Soper, and Ted Ridout. Results.
Gorge Apres Gorge 5K in Chesterfield (12/1/2019): In a field of 73
festive, calorie-laden runners, Henry Colt (17:19) and SMAC’s Amy
Rusiecki (21:36; 12th finisher) won the top male and female spots.
Sixteen SMAC members ran: Ross Krause (2nd place; 1st SMAC finisher), Elena Betke-Brunswick, Stephen Platt, Isaac Godin, Sarah Nelson, James Callaway, Lorin DeLisle, Brian Williams, Michele Andrews, Aleks Kajstura, Lisa DeLisle, Kathie Williams, Eric Nazer,
Rhys Godin, and Roma Estevez. Results.

Wendy Foster at the 9K for K9 race (photo by Ben Kimball).

Ted Ridout at the 9K for K9 race (photo by Ben Kimball).

Hot Chocolate Run for Safe Passage 5K in Northampton (12/8/2019): Aidan Gilson (15:37) and Apryl Sabadosa (18:12; 23rd finisher) took the top male and female spots overall. SMAC came out in force, with 73 members representing. Top club members
in this huge race were Manny Wineman (16:48; 11th finisher) and Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger (19:41; 6th female; 74th
finisher). Other SMAC racers included Odin Moore, Grant Ritter, Glenn Caffery, Richard Larsen, Al Ladd, Eric Ciocca, Vincent
Gauthier, Bryant Johnson, Amy Rusiecki, Stephen Platt, Patrick Pezzati, Michael Barlow, Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger,
Brian Williams, Sarah Nelson, Isaac Godin, Wendy Foster, Ashley Krause, John Thorpe, Joellen Reino, Lorin Delisle, Nate Olson, Riley Brown, Sarah Bousquet, Brooke Bongiovanni, Leverett Horrigan, Sylvie Dibartolomeo, Melissa Cooney, Tate
Norsen, Adam Engel, Heather Moore, Ericka Emerson, David Rosenmiller, Allison Reding, Anya Niles, Lisa Delisle, James Farrick, Dennis Meehan, Alaina Belanger, Heather Pierce, Alan Hunt, Jamie Frank, Trevor Brightman, John Buonaccorsi, Judith
Lorei, Ella Hoogendyk, Andrea Belanger, Brian Haley, Evelyn Smith, Chloe Ritt, Andrew Shelffo, Rhys Godin, Owen Zaret, Alexandra Zaret, Jason Higgins, Ted Ridout, Francia Wisnewski, Bridget Diggins, Clare Kurtzman, Haley Dexter, and Jennifer
York. An unknown but surely quite sizable number of SMAC members also took part in the 5K fun run. Results.
*****
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Running Hard & Going Nowhere
by Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger
A lot of runners hate the treadmill, and for good reason:
it’s a machine that seems invented to extinguish any spark of
running pleasure with its grinding monotony. Sometimes,
though, it’s the only option- just think about that unfortunate
weather pattern where we’ll have a big snow, then a lot of
rain followed by a deep freeze. Yay, it’s treadmill time!
Terrible weather or not, a treadmill can be very useful in
your training, depending on how you use it. My top tip here
is: don’t get on the treadmill just to log easy miles. It is too
boring and you’ll want to cry. Treadmills are for workouts!
Just think about the one function on a treadmill that you
can’t replicate outside: the incline button magically gives you
an endless hill to climb, as steep as you want and as fast as
you want.
The first time I ever trained for Mount Washington, my
search for online workouts landed me on the website
(therunningprimate.com) of star local runner Drew Best, a
top-10 finisher at Mt. Washington. Best is an evolutionary
physiology scientist who takes an almost scientific approach
to his own training. In 2018, during his 4-month training period leading up to Mt. Washington, he did 24 hill workouts on
the treadmill. He also ran intervals on a real mountain, but
the treadmill workouts (continuous climbs of 30-75 minutes)
were clearly the key to his success.

ness a huge boost. On a treadmill, you can run uphill for an
extended period of time at threshold intensity, while you
don’t have to run at a threshold pace. Fast running is a kind of
stress that some runners can only handle in very limited
amounts. Running at an incline on a treadmill is a great solution if you’re injury-prone: it’s just as good a workout, but
features far less pounding so it hurts less and you’ll recover
faster.
Another feature of running on a treadmill that I like is
that you can play around with the RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) that plays a big role in how you experience your
workouts. The principle is very simple: some things (coffee,
friends to run with, music) make the run seem easier while
it’s not actually easier. On a treadmill, running an entire
workout at an incline of say, 8% will seem hard if you start
from zero. If, however, you increase gradually and you run 510 minutes at 10% before you decrease it to 8%, the rest of
the workout at an 8% will seem easier than it would have
done if you just stayed at 8% the whole time, and you’ll be
working just as hard.
So, between indoor tracks, sheet-metal screws, snowshoeing,
cross-country skiing, Yaktrax and yup, the treadmill, we’ll survive the winter, right? Bring it on.
*****

Even if you’re not training for Mt. Washington, doing
your own version of treadmill hill workouts can give your fit-

Laure is a SMAC Board member from Greenfield.

Kristen Loiko and Steven Pelletier at mile 4.5 of the 9K for K9 race in
Wendell State Forest on November 17 (photo by Ben Kimball).

Riley Brown and Allison Reding at mile 1.25 of the 9K for K9 race in
Wendell State Forest on November 17 (photo by Ben Kimball).
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NYC Marathon: Maybe I Shouldn’t Have Run!
by David Theoharides
In mid-October I told myself, “The hay is in the barn for
the New York City Marathon.” I had a great training cycle of
more than 700 miles over 18 weeks mixed with lots of core
strength workouts and a variety of VO2 Max, LT threshold,
and endurance and speed workouts; but a damn “bug”
brought me down! Argh!
My wife Jane and I moved to Whately from Maine last
December (2018) after I retired to be near our two grandchildren. I love them both and they willingly share any new bug
that they may have picked up at day care! It hit me Friday
afternoon before the marathon and by Saturday morning my
sinuses were infected, and I had laryngitis with a slight fever
and chills. By Sunday, marathon morning, I was in pretty bad
shape, but what the hell I had traveled all the way to NYC to
run the marathon and I figured I at least had to line up and
see how far I could get.
My buddy Andy from Maine and I took the Amtrak train
from Berlin, CT to the city and stayed in a very, very small
Airbnb room... we had waited too long to book a hotel room
(lesson learned). Any attempt at sleeping was especially challenging with my coughing and sneezing combined with the
expected pre-race jitters. It was a pretty miserable night before the race and I was quickly losing my confidence. I always
lay out all my running gear the night before and attach the
bib on my shorts (that way you don’t forget it!). I packed my
pre-race food, e-Gels, extra toilet paper, and lots of tissues to
blow my nose! It was pretty cool that morning, so I wore a
throw-away jacket, pants, hat, and gloves. We left the room
at 5:45 a.m. and picked up some hot tea, instant oatmeal,
and a bagel with peanut butter.
This year I had the privilege of running the marathon
with the New York Police Department running team. It was
an honor to wear their singlet and an amazing way to do a
marathon. They provided special NYPD busses that took us
non-stop to the start on Staten Island, all with sirens blaring,
lights flashing, and a motorcycle escort. Amazing. They even
had a special tent with refreshments and a plethora of
“private” portapotties. No waiting! Andy and I ate our prerace breakfast and tried to remain calm. Of course, you hit
the portapotties at least a dozen times! The wait before the
start of the race is the worst part.
At 9:15, I lined up in my corral at the base of the Verrazano Bridge in Staten Island. I was in wave 1, corral 5, with a
9:40 start. I met up with fellow local runners Sri Bodkhe and
Mike Lescarbeau. They told me they were worried I wasn’t
going to make it. Sri said, “You look like shit!” I felt like it. We
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had all done a lot of long training runs together on the bike
path from Elwell Island in Northampton out to Amherst and
we had planned to at least start the marathon together.
The race starts with a cannon blast. Confetti falls from the
sky and the air fills with the sounds of Frank Sinatra singing
“New York, New York” ... It really gives you goosebumps (or
maybe it was my fever!):
“Start spreadin’ the news, I’m leavin’ today
I want to be a part of it
New York, New York
These vagabond shoes, are longing to stray
Right through the very heart of it
New York, New York…”
The Verrazzano-Narrows Bridge reaches up the sky! You
can see for miles up to Manhattan and to the south to the
Statue of Liberty. My corral this year was running on the lower deck of the bridge. Rumor is if you feel rain while you’re

Below the Verrazzano Bridge

down there its runners peeing over the side from the top level! I avoided the edge of the bridge! There were fire boats
shooting red, white, and blue streams of water high into the
sky and helicopters flying all around the bridge. The bridge is
almost 2 miles long and you crest the top at the one-mile
mark. It’s a nice hill to warm up on.
Sri and I started running together and Mike took off. I
wanted to start slowly and try to keep pace 1 to 1 1/2
minutes slower than my goal pace of 8 minutes/mile. It was
so crowded on the bridge that it wasn’t hard to do. Unfortu[Continued next page]
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break from the deafening cheers of the first 15 miles.

nately, I lost track of my buddy Sri. I was on my own and
needed to see if I could run this race feeling as lousy as I did.
Once you reach the crest of the bridge you start picking up
the pace on the downhill into Brooklyn.

As you descend the 59th street bridge into Manhattan
you start to hear the frenzied screams of spectators on 1st
Avenue. I do a body check and keep telling myself that while
it “ain’t pretty,” I am going to finish this thing. You run 3.5
miles slightly uphill on 1st Avenue, and it seems like an eternity. This was my second slowest section. I had to stop to
pee. That never happens to me during a marathon, but with
the slow pace and cool temps I wasn’t sweating much. I
found a portapotty – in and out in 30 seconds! I worked hard
to keep my cadence between 175 and 180 strides per minute, but I could not seem to keep that consistent. In addition, my heart rate was still pretty high considering my slow
pace. I guess these were all indicators of the little bug doing
its thing.

Mike, David, and Sri

Brooklyn goes on forever, with thousands of fans cheering you on. The NYPD singlet really energized the crowd; the
cheers and support for the police were amazing. They would
yell, “Go NYPD, looking good!” At every intersection police
officers would cheer and even salute you! Wow!
I quickly realized by mile 3 that my body was not going to
let me run my goal pace. My Garmin was showing paces of
8:45, then 9:00, 9:45... My legs felt fine, but I couldn’t get
moving. My heart rate was way too high, and I asked myself
“why am I doing this?” I decided this was not my day for a
great race, but wondered could I be strong enough and have
enough perseverance to struggle through and survive all 26.2
miles. My goal was now to finish... no walking, and to finish
with my head held high!
After many miles of running through the diverse neighborhoods of Brooklyn, each with their own character and
unique smells of meals being prepared, you
finally reach the Pulaski Bridge at about the
halfway point (13.1 miles) and cross into
Queens. The bridges are definitely the hills on
the course, but really are pretty insignificant
compared to the hills I ran with my running
groups back home in Whately.
You’re not in Queens for very long, and
soon approach the Queensboro Bridge, a.k.a.
59th street bridge. Think Simon and Garfunkel,
“Feeling Groovy!” They don’t allow any spectators on the bridge and you run on the lower
deck. It’s a long uphill with the only sounds being breathing and footsteps. It really was a nice
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I had taken e-Gels every 10K as a way to replace electrolytes and provide some carbs. I had done some pretty significant carb loading the week before the race. The more we
store before the race the longer you can run without bonking
or hitting the wall. There was “No Wall” for me. The plan
worked well though I felt hungry a lot!
At mile 20.5 you cross the Willis Avenue Bridge into The
Bronx. I know the area well as my grandparents lived here
when I was growing up on Long Island. It helped to think
about them through the mile and half tour of The Bronx.
You cross the last of five bridges at mile 21 and arrive
back in Manhattan in the Harlem section. When I was growing up, Harlem was always considered a dangerous and decrepit area, but running through it you could tell there was a
Renaissance occurring.
I’m was now running down 5th Avenue with only 5 miles
to go. That’s nothing! Anyone can run five miles! I grabbed a
water at the aid station and took my last e-Gel at mile 23. I
decided to walk for just a minute to recharge and get myself
psyched to finish.
Amazingly, I got motivated and realized
that I really was going to finish the race. It was
time to see if I could pick up the pace a little. I
started passing so many runners. My running
friend from Maine, Laurie, used to call it
“picking off bogeys!” It’s a mental game that
helps you get psyched. The last 5 miles seem to
be all uphill and everyone is struggling, with
many walking, but surprisingly I finally started
to run, albeit still slower than I had hoped for.
At mile 24 you enter Central Park with its
rolling hills. Many people complain about them,
[Continued next page]
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but it was actually fun to run all the ups and down. I started
pushing harder, but the old legs would not turn over any faster! It’s funny because so many of my 20-mile training runs
over the previous months involved huge negative splits, with
the second half a lot faster than the first. But it just wasn’t
happening today.
You exit Central Park, briefly run by the infamous Plaza
Hotel, and then head toward Columbus Circle where you
again turn back into the park. The crowds are screaming, and
you give everything you got to cross the finish line. I walk up
to a volunteer to receive my medal and ask her if I could have
a hug. I am exhausted and about to break down but hold it
together. Two NYPD cadets are waiting at the finish area to
escort me to a warming tent with refreshments. A couple of
medical people keep coming up to me asking if I’m okay. I
guess I don’t look so great! Ha, I finished the bugger!

Marathons are a funny beast. You spend months training
day after day only to put the training to the test on one special occasion. Weather, your health, and your head all can
influence the outcome. A quote from running superstar Paula
Radcliff sums it up: “In a marathon anything can happen.”
While I am disappointed in some ways, I also feel blessed
with the friends I’ve made along the way and the privilege I
had to be able to run and finish with 55,000 other runners at
the NYC Marathon. Now it’s time for a little rest and recovery, and soon I start training for my tenth consecutive Boston
Marathon, which will be in April, 2020.
Thanks for reading this; I hope it provides some insight
into the plight of a runner... good and bad!
*****
David is a SMAC member from Hatfield.

Done. My slowest marathon of the 18 that I have run,
with a time of 4:07:35, or an average pace of 9:27/mile.
My wife Jane is my greatest
fan. She contends with me
being gone for three or four
hours on long runs each
week; she encourages me
when I’m down about a
workout or worried about
some niggling pain; she gives
great leg massages, trying to
keep my hamstrings and
calves happy! And she always
says she’s proud of me. I
couldn’t do this without her
support.
I didn’t know anyone when
we first moved to Whately.
But I joined the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club in January
of last year and started connecting with the local/regional
running community. I want to thank all my new running buddies who help push this “old man.” There were lots of weekly
long runs (and a beer) with Sri and Mike; Sunday tempo runs
on Green River Road with many talented runners including
Rich Larson, Mark Staples, Alan Ladd, Patrick Pezzati, Mike
Hoberman, Glenn Caffery, and others; fun runs with the Pioneer Beer Runners; trail runs with Craig Reed and Jeff Hansen; track workouts led by Coach Barry; runs up Mount
Sugarloaf with Coach Laure and a great group of runners
from SMAC; and running with the SMAC USATF Veteran team
with our leader Brian Pickell. And of course miles and miles of
running the roads alone.
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The Ultra Life

Back to Basics – Experiencing an Ultra for the First Time (Again)
by Amy Rusiecki
I’ve been running most of my life and completing ultras
for over a decade, and I’ve been fortunate enough to have
some wonderful running experiences over that time. It’s
been a while since I got to truly experience a “first,” though.
However, this past November, I got as close to a first-time
experience as I’ve had in a while when I ran with two of my
athletes who were both running their first 50K.
I’ve been a running coach at Hampshire College for a few
years now, and have been fortunate to find a group of runners who enjoy the trails almost as much as I do. Many of
them strike me as future ultrarunners and I often drag them
along to volunteer at the trail and ultra races that I direct to
help them ‘catch the bug.’ This fall, one athlete in particular,
Aish, made it clear that she wanted to run a 50K soon. Naturally I tried to get her focused on the more immediate crosscountry season. But after her conference championships,
when she was still mentioning the 50K desire, I found a fun
run 50K that my friends were organizing and suggested it to
her – it was the perfect opportunity for her to experience her
first ultra, especially since I could run with her the entire way.
Aish invited one of her teammates, Sophia, to join us for
this adventure. Aish had previously completed a trail marathon and was eyeing the full 50K distance. Sophia had previously completed a trail half marathon (and Seven Sisters), so
she was hoping to maybe run 2 laps of the 8.8-mile course,
which would still be her longest run. In the end, Aish, Sophia
and I all completed the full 50K distance – and in a solid time
of just over 5 hours.
By running stride for stride with these two ladies, I was
able to share in their amazement at what they were accomplishing, enthusiasm regarding the “unknown” with each step
beyond their farthest run, and (at times) fear of what was to
come. This experience reminded me, through the eyes of beginners, what this crazy sport of running is all about.
1. Let go of expectations; the only goal should be to finish
with a smile on your face. I’ve done so much over the
years that it’s rare for me to enter a race with no expectations other than to finish and have fun. I’m constantly
feeling the pressure to perform, to beat my time from
previous years, to finish on the podium. However, on my
run with Aish and Sophia, we agreed early on that time or
place wasn’t important – that we were aiming to finish
with smiles on our faces, having enjoyed it enough that
they would want to run another 50K.
2. Proper fueling and hydration are two keys to success.
Some of my pre-race rituals or mid-race fueling routines
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have become just– routine. Sometimes I don’t think
much about fueling and hydration, however they are
critical to achieving the goal of finishing with a smile. By
running with Aish and Sophia, I slowed down my aid station time with them by grazing from the potluck aid station table and downing several cups of water each lap.
And whether running a 5K race or an ultra, or even a
training run, the importance of fueling and hydration –
before, during, and after the event, are all important.

3. The mind is the most important muscle. Aish and Sophia
were both hurting over the last few miles of our run, but
they were determined to finish. Heck, they were even
running up the last few uphills when I tried to get them
to power-hike instead. I’ve often said that being stubborn
is one of my greatest running assets. By having the mindset that they would finish, Aish and Sophia were able to
overcome sore muscles, fatigue, and an upset belly – all
things that, at times, have sidelined plenty of less determined runners.
4. A positive attitude can help any situation! Sophia’s personality is a ray of sunshine. During our run, she praised
“the best orange she had ever eaten” and pointed out
the amazing views as we ran by. Her positive attitude
kept Aish’s spirits high even while fatigue set in. And over
the last few miles, as even Sophia’s energy waned, I took
up the charge to remain positive and share silly or inspiring stories. During the 50K, both Sophia and Aish went
through short bouts of fatigue, grumpiness, being hangry, or other negative headspaces – that’s only natural
when you’re pushing your limits. However, as long as one
of us in the group remained positive and energetic, we
were able to buoy spirits and have a positive experience.
In the end, Aish and Sophia reminded me of how much
fun it is to experience things for the first time, and the wonder that comes with pushing yourself beyond what you
thought was possible. And I was able to be a part of the journey for two strong
and amazing women
as they were welcomed into the ultrarunning community. I can’t wait to see
what they accomplish
next, and what other
firsts I may get to experience with them.
*****
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2019 SMAC Series Awards Dinner
by Ben Kimball
On Thursday Nov. 21, runners who participated in the
2019 SMAC race series gathered at the Hotel UMass in Amherst for a celebratory evening of awards and socializing together. The event capped off the Series for the year, and
offered a chance to recognize all of the winners, finishers,
completers, and participants.
As she has for many years, SMAC superstar Donna Utakis
worked behind the scenes to arrange many of the event details and logistics. Series director and cheerleader-to-all John
Reino served as MC for the night, while JoEllen Reino assisted with set-up and awards. Dave Martula tended to all associated expenses.

Soper (11), Mike Murphy (10), John Reino (10), Brian Williams (10), James Farrick (12), Patrick Pezzati (11), Jeffrey
Levreault (11), and Robert Bezio (12). Women finishers were
Ann Van Dyke (10), Jodi McIntyre (10), Amy Sternheim (11),
Carla Halpern (12), Cara Rigali (12), JoEllen Reino (12), Erin
Cassidy (13), Alice McKeon (13), and Sarah Nelson (14). Ron
Boyden was the very lucky “2019 Race for Free” winner, despite his not being able to make it to as many races as he
wanted to this year. There were no Perfect Attendance award
winners this year (it’ll be a lot easier next year!).
While there was no official speaker for the night, John
shared and read a letter of thanks from regular Series participant Andrew Shelffo, who wasn’t able to attend in person.

Night at the Hotel

Robert Bezio won the overall Men’s series. Second-place
male was Jeffrey Levreault, with Patrick Pezzati third. Sarah
Nelson won the women’s series. Second place female was
Alice McKeon, and Erin Cassidy was third.
Nine women and 13 men qualified as Series Finishers
(i.e., completed 9 or more races). On the men’s side, finishers
(and # of races run) were Andrew Shelffo (9), Mike Duffy (9),
Peter Kennedy (9), Stephen Platt (9), Erich Brown (9), Skip

Tom demos proper t-shirt tossing form
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Men’s winner Bob Bezio

John gave his thanks to the club for supporting the series,
and issued an invitation to the next Race for Free 2020 drawing gathering in March (exact date TBD). For more about the
Series’ past and future, check out all the Series info pages on
the SMAC website here.

*****

Jim Farrick and his daughter
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The Running Life

SMAC’s All Comers Indoor Track Meet
1 p.m. Sunday, February 16, 2020
Smith College Field House in Northampton, MA
website

Text

Don’t miss the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club’s

Annual
Meeting
Sunday, January 5, 2020
10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
at The Red Barn at Hampshire College!

See you on the track!
Tom’s DIY Winter Traction

893 West St. (Rte. 116), Amherst, MA 01002 (website)

All past, present, and future SMAC members are invited.
Brunch will be provided by The Red Barn, courtesy of SMAC.

by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger
Want to create your own homemade winter traction? 1/2”
sheet metal screws give you that extra bite when you hit
some ice. Put them on high spots along the edge so you don’t
feel them inside the shoe. They work great for snow-covered,
icy roads and winter dirt roads (but are not recommended
for that polished wood floor). I do this because the Yaktrax or
micro-spikes are often too much.

Schedule of Events:
• 10:00 Run organized by Patrick Pezzati & Ben Kimball
• 10:30 Doors open
• 11:00 Brunch served: Menu will be pancakes, eggs,

hash browns, bacon, fruit platter, coffee, and juice
(Sorry; no alcohol this year)
• 11:30 Annual Meeting: President’s remarks, Treasur-

er’s report, Election of Officers for 2020
• 11:45 Guest Speaker, Ross Krause, CEO of AthleteReg,

coach, friend, and accomplished runner and cyclist
• Awards: Most Outstanding (male and female), Most

Improved Runner (female and male), Volunteer of the
year, President’s Award for Recognition of Outstanding
Board Member
• Possibly: Boston Lottery, SMAC Trivia quiz, & slideshow
• Done by One!

ALL SMAC members—past, present, and future—are welcome
and encouraged to come celebrate a great year of running
and enjoy some great food courtesy of SMAC. We don't take
RSVPs because we’ve found them to be wildly inaccurate in the
past. Last year we had about 60 and we plan on the same. The
cost? Free to current paid SMAC members and immediate
family (whatever that means to you!).

The Sugarloaf Sun — January/February 2020
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Upcoming Races

Upcoming Races and Events
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region
Greater Springfield Harriers weekly Snowstorm Classic races every Saturday at 9:00 a.m. in Forest Park —> website
Smith College indoor track is open to the public Monday–Friday from 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 a.m. Check their website.
Tuesday night beer runs from the town common in Greenfield at 6 p.m. (4-ish miles, bevs afterward for any interested).
Dion Nor’easter Snowshoe Series snowshoe race series at Viking Nordic Center in Londonderry, VT —> website

January
1 (Wednesday) Sawmill River Run 10K – Montague, MA 10:00 a.m. —> Facebook
1 (Wednesday) Gordy’s First Race 5K/10K – Westfield, MA 11 a.m. —> website
4 (Saturday) Winter Wild 5K – Magic Mountain, Londonderry, VT 7 a.m. —> link
5 (Sunday) SMAC Annual Meeting at The Red Barn at Hampshire College in Amherst, MA —> 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
25 (Saturday) Mt. Tom Snowshoe Scramble 5K / 10K – Holyoke MA 9 a.m. —> link
25 (Sunday) Arena Attack Indoor Race Series – Hartford, CT 8 a.m. —> link
26 (Sunday) Boston Prep 16-Miler – Derry, NH 10 a.m. —> link
26 (Sunday) Log Cabin 10K Road Race – Fitchburg, MA 1 p.m. —> link

February
1 (Saturday) Greenfield Winter Carnival “Sleigh Bell Run” 4-miler – Greenfield, MA 10 a.m. —> website
1 (Saturday) Springfield Rescue Mission Coldest Day 5K – Springfield, MA 10 a.m. —> website
2 (Sunday) Tom and Ron Boone Memorial 10K Road Race – Gardner, MA 1 p.m. —> link
8 (Saturday) Kenny’s Red Cap Run 5K – Keene, NH 10 a.m. —> Facebook
16 (Sunday) All-Comers Indoor Track Meet – Smith College Field House in Northampton, MA 1 p.m. —> website

22 (Saturday) Hoot Toot & Whistle 5K snowshoe race – Readsboro, VT (just north of the MA state line) 10:30 a.m. link
22 (Saturday) Thunderbolt “Rando” Ski Race – Mt. Greylock, MA 10 a.m. website
29 (Saturday) Colchester half-marathon – Colchester, CT 10 a.m. website
? (day) Run with Heart 5K – Northfield, MA 10 a.m. —> link (TBD? 2020 date not announced yet)

March: 7 (Saturday) Winter Wild Mt. Ascutney, VT 6 p.m. —> link; Stu’s 30K (Clinton, MA), WAMDA 5K (Northampton,
MA), Holyoke St. Pat’s 10K (Holyoke, MA), Fast Friends 4-Miler (Swanzey, NH), Black Birch Vineyard 4-Miler (North
Hatfield, MA), Mt. Toby Ultra & 24k (Sunderland, MA), WMAC, Dion, Nor’easter, and other snowshoe races, and more,
including all of the early events in the 2020 New England Grand Prix road racing series (go, SMAC teams!).
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SMAC Membership

This map shows towns the 2019 SMAC members lived in.
It’s limited to just western MA, though there are also several
members from eastern MA and other states and countries
(including CT, VT, ME, IL, OR, MI, Canada, and Australia) who
aren’t shown here. Towns with more members are depicted
in darker shades of red; towns with fewer members are lighter. In total, SMAC had over 400 members in 2019.
Overall the map looks fairly similar to 2018, though you
may note significant increases in towns like Northampton
and Springfield where I think I may have undercounted youth
members last year. As usual, a few low-population towns on
the periphery of the primary region winked out while we
gained members in a few others. Some of the losses were
probably just due to people forgetting to renew (remember
to renew!) or remembering to renew too late in the annual
cycle to have made it onto the map, and we shouldn’t read
too much into changes between any two given years. Still, it’s
fun to browse back through the years to look for overall geographic trends and patterns. Or at least it’s fun for geography
major map nerds like me!
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For historical reference, see the 2016 map that originally
appeared on p. 31 of the Jan/Feb 2017 issue, the 2017 map
that appeared a year later on p. 37 of the 2017 Annual, and
one on p. 6 of the 2018 Annual. As we move ahead into 2020
and beyond, I think it could be instructive for us to consider
where we might focus outreach efforts, should we decide to
try to grow the club further or gain new members to replace
ones who have left. (Note: this map was made in mid-Dec.)
We’re not alone in western MA. We’ve got a lot of really
excellent friends in neighboring clubs (BURCS, EORC, GSH,
WMDP, Cyclonauts, etc.), and many of us have memberships
in multiple organizations/teams. I think this can be healthy,
as each group has a slightly different focus, purpose, and/or
geographic locus. I’m going to try to recruit a few new SMAC
members in this new year again, and I hope you do too!
-Ben (editor of The Sugarloaf Sun)
Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2020
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Letters
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Parting Shot

Bring on ’shoe season, baby (photo by Ben Kimball)

A proud member of

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2020

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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